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To Be a Slave
2000-12-18

a newbery honor book what was it like to be a slave listen to the words and learn about the lives of countless slaves
and ex slaves telling about their forced journey from africa to the united states their work in the fields and houses
of their owners and their passion for freedom you will never look at life the same way again the dehumanizing
aspects of slavery are made abundantly clear but a testament to the human spirit of those who endured or survived
this experience is exalted children s literature

To Be a Slave
1993-02

through flashbacks foreshadowing and shifting first person points of view readers will travel with emma and others
through time and space they come to discover that every decision has its consequences and final judgment is
passed down not by man but by his maker

The Lost Diary of Julius Caesar's Slave
1997

paintings by rod brown and text by julius lester vividly tell the story of slavery in america

The Lost Diary of Julius Caesar's Slave
1997

award winning author julius lester takes older children and adults on an intense personal journey through the slave
experience as he gently explains the factual horrors of slave ship conditions auction blocks plantation life and the
risks associated with escape lester consistently prods young readers with probing questions how would i feel if that
happened to me would you risk going to jail to help someone you didn t know you are free but are you lester also



asks us to imagine the voices and feelings of the african americans in the illustrations another brilliant call for
active participation rod brown s paintings are achingly vivid so much so that a few may be too powerful for
younger children certain depictions are difficult even for adults to bear a lynched man with the bloody blows of a
whip marking his back slaves stacked seven high in the hold of a ship packed onto shelves with less room than the
drawers of a morgue and black bodies bobbing in the ocean these are horrible images but nonetheless historically
accurate and important to remember brown took seven years to create these startling images and his careful
attention is reflected in the paintings power and emotion amazon

Day of Tears
2005-04-13

amma is the creator god the master of life and death and he is worried his people have always known how to take
care of the spirits of the dead the nyama so that they don t become destructive forces among the living but amid
the chaos of the african slave trade and the brutality of american slavery too many of his people are dying and their
souls are being ignored in this new land amma sends a young man ekundayo to a plantation in virginia where he
becomes a slave on the eve of the civil war amma hopes that ekundayo will be able to find a way to bring peace to
the nyama before it is too late but ekundayo can see only sorrow in this land sorrow in the ownership of people in
the slaves who have been separated from their children and spouses in the restless spirits of the dead and in his
own forbidden relationship with his master s daughter how ekundayo finds a way to bring peace to both the dead
and the living makes this an unforgettable journey into the slave experience and julius lester s most powerful work
to date time s memory is a 2007 bank street best children s book of the year

あなたがもし奴隷だったら--
1999

a compilation selected from various sources and arranged chronologically of the reminiscences of slaves and ex
slaves about their experiences from the leaving of africa through the civil war and into the early twentieth century



To be a Slave
1973-01

i appeal to you for my son onesimus who became my son while i was in chains formerly he was useless to you but
now he has become useful both to you and to me these words written by the apostle paul to a first century christian
named philemon are tantalizingly brief indeed paul s epistle to philemon is one of the shortest books in the entire
bible while it s direct enough in its way it certainly leaves plenty to the imagination a week in the life of a slave is a
vivid imagining of that story from the pen of an accomplished new testament scholar the narrative follows the slave
onesimus from his arrival in ephesus where the apostle paul is imprisoned and fleshes out the lived context of that
time and place supplemented by numerous sidebars and historical images john byron s historical fiction is at once
a social and theological critique of slavery in the roman empire and a gripping adventure story set against the
exotic backdrop of first century ephesus

From Slave Ship to Freedom Road
1998

meet rambler a runaway slave roaming the countryside with a guitar who knows the only way to stay free is to
keep moving louis is another runaway fleeing the plantation where he was raised because he is about to be sold
and jake and mandy s marriage is damaged by slavery and destroyed by freedom here is the african american
experience brought alive by a master storyteller lester has an eye for capturing the essence of a human experience
ahis work boldly proclaims the heritage of african americans the new york times book review

Time's Memory
2006-03-21

two short stories and one novella all based on true stories about love in the time of slavery the first is about ras
who helps other slaves escape and ultimately escapes with his girlfriend sally the second is about maria whose
husband a free black man buys her but neglects to officially set her free when he dies she finds herself a slave
again because her husband had debts and so she becomes the payment the third is about william and ellen craft a



famous slave couple who escaped by pretending that ellen with her very light skin was a white woman being
escorted north by her slave they went on to speak against slavery form the home base of boston

To be a slave
1974

the material life of roman slaves retrieves and represents the physical environment and lives of roman slaves

To be a Slave
1970

winner of the 2019 stone book award museum of african american history a remarkable intellectual history of the
slave revolts that made the modern revolutionary era the common wind is a gripping and colorful account of the
intercontinental networks that tied together the free and enslaved masses of the new world having delved deep
into the gray obscurity of official eighteenth century records in spanish english and french julius s scott has written
a powerful history from below scott follows the spread of rumors of emancipation and the people behind them
bringing to life the protagonists in the slave revolution by tracking the colliding worlds of buccaneers military
deserters and maroon communards from venezuela to virginia scott records the transmission of contagious
mutinies and insurrections in unparalleled detail providing readers with an intellectual history of the enslaved
though the common wind is credited with having opened up the black atlantic with a rigor and a commitment to
the power of written words the manuscript remained unpublished for thirty two years now after receiving wide
acclaim from leading historians of slavery and the new world it has been published by verso for the first time with
a foreword by the academic and author marcus rediker

A Week in the Life of a Slave
2019-07-02

free from slavery marcus is determined to find and save his kidnapped mother meanwhile his master julius caesar
wants marcus to help destroy the bands of rebel slaves and their leader brixus who plans to unite a slave army and



resurrect the cause of spartacus but marcus and brixus are old allies who share a life threatening secret marcus is
torn between his friend and master can he convince brixus now is not the time for a deadly revolt and ask caesar to
negotiate a slave surrender before more carnage and bloodshed

Untitled Slave Narrative
2002-09-01

the autobiographical narratives of black ex slaves published in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries constitute
the largest body of literature produced by slaves in human history black slaves in the new world created a veritable
literature of escape depicting the overwhelming horrors of human bondage these narratives served the abolitionist
movement not only as evidence of the slaves degradation but also of their intellectual capacity accordingly this
literature has elicited a wealth of analysis and controversy from its initial publication right up to our day this
volume charts the response to the black slave s narrative from 1750 to the present the book consists of three
sections selected reviews of slave narratives dating from 1750 to 1861 essays examining how such narratives serve
as historical material and essays exploring the narratives as literary artifacts

Long Journey Home
1972

presents first hand accounts of the negro s experience on the slave ship the auction block the plantation and after
emancipation

This Strange New Feeling
1982-01-01

jabez delano hammond published the life and opinions of julius melbourn in 1847 amid state debates over black
suffrage and national debates over slavery s expansion the white new yorker wrote in the voice of a former slave
fooling some contemporaries and subsequent historians seeking to link thomas jefferson s legacy to antislavery and
racial equality placed in the context of hammond s other public and private writings julius melbourn represents the



evolution radicalization and politicization of the antebellum abolition movement hammond began as an ardent
jeffersonian but came to advocate violence against the slave power before disavowing such tactics in favor of
political mobilization before his death in 1855 abstract jefferson s legacy race science and righteous violence in
jabez hammond s abolitionist fiction

The Material Life of Roman Slaves
2014-09-30

spanning more than three centuries from the colonial era to the present van deburg s overview analyzes the works
of american historians dramatists novelists poets lyricists and filmmakers and exposes through those artists often
disquieting perceptions the cultural underpinnings of american current racial attitudes and divisions crucial to van
deburg s analysis is his contrast of black and white attitudes toward the afro american slave experience there has
in fact been a persistent dichotomy between the two races literary historical and theatrical representations of
slavery if white culture makers have stressed the unmanning of the slaves and encouraged such steteotypes as the
noble savage and the comic minstrel to justify the blacks subordination afro americans have emphasized a counter
self image that celebrates the slaves creativity dignity pride and assertiveness isbn 0 299 09634 3 pbk 12 50

The Common Wind
2020-09-01

in many popular depictions of black resistance to slavery stereotypes around victimization and the heroic efforts of
a small number of individuals abound these ideas ignore the powers of ordinary families and obscure the
systematic working of racism tending to the past selfhood and culture in children s narratives about slavery and
freedom examines black authored historical novels and films for children that counter this distortion and depict
creative means by which ordinary african americans survived slavery and racism in early america tending to the
past argues that this important understudied historical writing freedom narratives calls on young readers to be
active critical thinkers about the past and its legacies within the present the book examines how narratives by
children s book authors such as joyce hansen julius lester marilyn nelson and patricia mckissack and the
filmmakers charles burnett and zeinabu irene davis were influenced by black cultural imperatives such as the
black arts movement to foster an engaged culturally aware public through careful analysis of this rich body of work



tending to the past thus contributes to ongoing efforts to construct a history of black children s literature and film
attuned to its range specificity and depths tending to the past provides illuminating interpretations that will help
scholars and educators see the significance of the freedom narratives reconstructions in a neoliberal era a time of
shrinking opportunities for many african americans it offers models for understanding the powers and continuing
relevance of the black child s creative agency and the black cultural practices that have fostered it

Slave Settlements in the Banyang Country, 1800-1950
1998

in 1889 broken shackles was published in toronto under the pseudonym of glenelg this very unique book
containing the recollections of a resident of owen sound ontario an african american known as old man henson was
one of the very few books that documented the journey to canada from the perspective of a person of african
descent now over 112 years later a new edition of broken shackles is available henson was a great storyteller and
the spark of life shines through as he describes the horrors of slavery and his goal of escaping its tenacious hold
his time as a slave in maryland his refuge in pennsylvania and new jersey and his ultimate freedom in canada are
vividly depicted through his remembrances the stories of henson s family friends and enemies will both amuse and
shock the readers of broken shackles old man henson from slavery to freedom it is interesting to discover that his
observations of life s struggles and triumphs are as relevant today as they were in his time

Son of Spartacus
2013

this is a concise yet comprehensive treatment of the american short story that includes an historical overview of
the topic as well as discussion of notable american authors and individual stories from benjamin franklin s the
speech of miss polly baker in 1747 to the joy luck club includes a selection of writers chosen not only for their
contributions of individual stories but for bodies of work that advanced the boundaries of short fiction including
washington irving sarah orne jewett stephen crane jamaica kincaid and tim o brien addresses the ways in which
american oral storytelling and other narrative traditions were integral to the formation and flourishing of the short
story genre written in accessible and engaging prose for students at all levels by a renowned literary scholar to
illuminate an important genre that has received short shrift in scholarly literature of the last century includes a



glossary defining the most common terms used in literary history and in critical discussions of fiction and a
bibliography of works for further study

The Slave's Narrative
1985

a slave at mount vernon the virginia estate of george washington caesar joins a loyalist regiment made up of
former slaves to take part in the battle against his former master commander of the american forces during the
revolutionary war a first novel reprint 18 500 first printing

The Oxyrhynchus Papyri: Texts (I-CCVII)
1898

i feel there are demons around everyone is thinking about julius king for comfortable long married hilda and rupert
he is a mystery for morgan hilda s tormented sister he is an obsession for morgan s abandoned husband tallis he is
the source of ruin for simon and axel deeply in love he stirs up jealousy and unease what is julius thinking about he
s thinking about hilda rupert morgan tallis simon and axel and they will not all survive his malevolent attention
with an introduction by garth greenwell vintage classics murdoch funny subversive fearless and fiercely intelligent
iris murdoch was one of the great writers of the twentieth century to celebrate her centenary vintage classics
presents special editions of her greatest and most timeless novels

The Law Students' Journal
1896

an inspiring collection of personal essays about education literacy and freedom



To Be A Slave
1986-02-01

this book first published in 1994 is concerned with discovering what it was like to be a slave in the classical roman
world

Life and Opinions of Julius Melbourn
1847

julius s passion regency club venus 4 is the 4th and last book in amazon 1 usa today bestselling author carole
mortimer s hot historical romance series regency club venus lord julius soames the earl of andover welcomes the
diversion of assisting james metford in reclaiming his title as the earl of ipswich julius s own life has become
somewhat stultifying in recent months not helped by his three closest friends having found and married or be
about to marry the women they love he believes travelling to suffolk with james to be the perfect diversion from his
own ennui julius might be known in society for his cynicism and dryness of humour but neither of those things has
prepared him for the depth of his physical reaction to the ethereal beauty of james s sister the young and beautiful
lady bethany metford for ten years bethany has believed her brother to be dead and buried so it is the greatest
shock of her young life when he suddenly reappears back at the suffolk estate of their uncle where she has been
incarcerated for all of those same years not only has james returned from the dead but he has brought the arrogant
lord julius soames the earl of andover with him will bethany be able to forgive james for abandoning her can she
resist the allure of the handsome but infuriating julius soames and what is the secret their uncle is so determined
to keep hidden from all of them coming soon hidden desire regency men in love 2

Slavery & Race in American Popular Culture
1984

after being kidnapped and sold as a bond servant in colonial america fifteen year old james the son of a scottish
earl struggles with his identity and his loyalty to the revolutionary cause



Tending to the Past
2024-01-15

meet rambler a runaway slave roaming the countryside with a guitar who knows the only way to stay free is to
keep moving louis is another runaway fleeing the plantation where he was raised because he is about to be sold
and jake and mandy s marriage is damaged by slavery and destroyed by freedom here is the african american
experience brought alive by a master storyteller

Broken Shackles
2007-01-26

the old african tells the story of his original capture into slavery and then leads a group of slaves back to the
homeland

The American Short Story Handbook
2014-12-08

great middle greats fiction

Washington And Caesar
2005-03-01

albion w tourgée 1838 1905 was a major force for social legal and literary transformation in the second half of the
nineteenth century best known for his reconstruction novels a fool s errand 1879 and bricks without straw 1880
and for his key role in the civil rights case plessy v ferguson 1896 challenging louisiana s law segregating railroad
cars tourgée published more than a dozen novels and a volume of short stories as well as nonfiction works of
history law and politics this volume is the first collection focused on tourgée s literary work and intends to
establish his reputation as one of the great writers of fiction about the reconstruction era arguably the greatest for



the wide historical and geographical sweep of his novels and his ability to work with multiple points of view as a
white novelist interested in the rights of african americans tourgée was committed to developing not a single black
perspective but multiple black perspectives sometimes even in conflict the challenge was to do justice to those
perspectives in the larger context of the story he wanted to tell about a multiracial america the seventeen essays in
this volume are grouped around three large topics race citizenship and nation the volume also includes a preface
introduction afterword bibliography and chronology providing an overview of his career this collection changes the
way that we view tourgée by highlighting his contributions as a writer and editor and as a supporter of african
american writers exploring the full spectrum of his literary works and cultural engagements reimagining the
republic race citizenship and nation in the literary work of albion tourgée reveals a new tourgée for our moment of
renewed interest in the literature and politics of reconstruction

A Fairly Honourable Defeat (Vintage Classics Murdoch Series)
2008-11-17

Let’s Flip the Script
1996-10-01

Slavery and Society at Rome
1994-10-13

Julius's Passion (Regency Club Venus 4)
2020-08-28



Son of an Earl-- Sold for a Slave
1992

Long Journey Home
1991-05

The Old African
2005

The Pro-slavery Argument
1853

Day of Tears
2009-07-01

Speech of Mr. Julius Rockwell, of Mass., on the Government of the
Territories, the Ordinance of 1787, and the Presidential Election
1848



Reimagining the Republic
2022-12-20
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